When it comes to the quality of our medicine, we don’t take shortcuts.

There Are 3 Essential Components Of Our Product Quality:

1. HOW WE SOURCE OUR RAW MATERIALS
   We use only the most rigorously sourced and tested ingredients. After extensive research, we have identified Professional Compounding Centers of America (PCCA) as the supplier with the highest standards. That’s why PCCA supplies the vast majority of our ingredients.

2. HOW WE MAKE OUR MEDICINE
   Our QA protocols allow us to follow the entire lifecycle of the medication from the moment raw ingredients enter our pharmacy, until the finished compounded medicine is dispensed to the patient. We have created a comprehensive quality system that ensures that every step of every prescription we make is documented, checked and double checked.

3. HOW WE TEST OUR MEDICINE
   We know that testing is one of the most important ways to monitor our quality. We send out 10% of our daily volume each month for potency testing as a part of our overall quality assurance monitoring. We also test every technician monthly as a part of our continual and comprehensive staff training program.

Please take our Virtual Pharmacy Tour at [www.koshlandpharm.com](http://www.koshlandpharm.com) to learn why quality assurance in compounding matters to your patients’ health outcomes.